




Fig 1. Sunspots at the last Solar Maximum in Cycle 24, recorded April 2014. 

All details in this document and references to outside sources were correct at time of publishing. 
The Scottish Sunworshipping Society is not a regulatory body and does not take any responsibility 
for its members. We exist to encourage the safe enjoyment and educational benefits of engaging 
with our nearest Star and are not a religious or spiritual organisation. 

This constitution is licenced by The Scottish Sunworshipping Society under a 
Free Art Licence, January 2021. 



The name of the group shall be known and referred to as The 
Scottish Sunworshipping Society. 

The Scottish Sunworshipping Society can be found wherever a 
member takes time to exalt the Sun in Scotland. Notices and 
documentation can be found on Twitter @SunworshipSoc and 
the website of founder Morvern Odling. 
www.morvernodling.co.uk

1. Name & Location

A] To encourage exaltation of the Sun, via varying means, 
throughout the year in Scotland.

B] To educate, promote and enlighten people on the Sun and the 
benefits of Scottish Sunworship.

C] Through intentional Sun time, to be peaceful and connected 
to our environment, becoming champions for the protection and 
conservation of Scotland. 

D] Make public knowledge facts regarding to section 2a, 2b 
and 2c, by collecing and displaying  them by way of website/s, 
publications or other means. 

2. Aims & Objectives



E] To encourage gatherings of members for the exaltation and 
enjoyment of the sun, in relation to section 2a, 2b and 2c. 

F] To create and support projects and campaigns, without being 
political or religious, which would bring awareness Scottish 
Sunworshipping. 

G] To encourage members to take solace and inspiration from our 
Sun.

A]  Membership is open to anyone who agrees to endorse and 
promote the Aims and Objectives, Rules and Constitution of The 
Scottish Sunworshipping Society.

B] There are no membership fees and no formal central governing 
body, all members shall be identifiable only by their own 
admission. Otherwise The Scottish Sunworshipping Society is 
anonymous.

C] All members shall be responsible for maintaining their 
membership to the society through their own means. 

D] New members will be subject to the same regulations as 
existing ones. From the point of joining you will be able to have 
the rights, benefits and privileges of being a full member of The 
Scottish Sunworshipping Society. 

3. Membership





Fig 2. - see inside back cover



E] Should any member of The Scottish Sunworshipping Society 
wish to tender their resignation, this should be done either via 
another member, or simply by no longer identifying as a member. 

F] Through any gathering or meeting all member pledged 
information will be kept in the strictest confidence and will not 
be disclosed to any third parties.

A] Proper respect should be given to our Sun. Scottish 
Sunworshippers never look directly at the sun, recognising the 
danger. The use of UVA & UVB filter sunglasses is recommended 
and  members should properly apply sunscreen year-round. The 
Scottish Sunworshipping Society does not support unhealthy or 
dangerous practices and due consideration should be given by all 
members undertaking worship. 
 A1] All adult members of The Scottish Sunworshipping  
 society take responsibility for younger members. 

B] Members should take time to enjoy Scottish Sun, in both 
urban and wild contexts.

C] To the best of their ability members should consider treading 
lightly, and endeavour to reduce, reuse and recycle. 

D] When in the Scottish Countryside members should adhere 
to the Scottish Outdoor Access Code, see * https://www.
outdooraccess-scotland.scot/ . Scottish Sunworshippers never 
litter. 

4. Conduct



A] Ordinary meetings are held when one or more members take 
time with the intention of Sun Worshipping or planning for 
future worship.  

B] Meetings should primarily be held outdoors, with 
consideration given to the climate. Sunscreen is essential year-
round and adequate clothing should be worn in winter.

E]  Sunworship takes many forms and is highly individual. Any 
and all forms of worship are accepted, providing they meet the 
rules and regulations of The Scottish Sunworshipping Society. The 
Scottish Sunworshipping Society does not tolerate or condone 
any discriminatory behaviours.

5. Ordinary Meetings

Fig 3. Sunspots at the Cycle 23 Solar Maximum, recorded November 2001. 



A] The Scottish Sunworshipping Society does not host any events.
However any member of the society may hold one, if it complies 
with section 2a, 2b and 2c. Notices of any public gatherings can be 
sent to the Scottish Sunworshipping Society Twitter account for 
circulation. 
 A.1] The organising member of the gathering should share  
 in writing the date, time and location - any interested  
 members can find out about these gatherings via the   
 Twitter page.

B] Members should consider safety, accessibility and their 
commitment to the protection of the environment when 
organising gatherings. 
 B.1] Due to the corona virus pandemic group gatherings  
 must only take place within the local restrictions.

The Scottish Sunworshipping Society does not have any 
allegiance to any political or religious parties, groups or 
organisations.

6. Gatherings

7. Affiliations

C] When skin is bared to the Sun, consideration for others 
sharing the surroudnings must be taken into account.



Fig 2. Diagram of the Earth’s Magnetosphere against one the first 
images sent back from NASA and ESA’s  Solar Orbiter on May 30, 
2020. Solar Orbiter/Extreme Ultraviolet Imager Team CC BY-SA
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